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Abstract—With the increasing deployment of wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) optical networks, the need for advanced lightpath provisioning algorithms and protocols in a multi-domain setting is becoming evident. In order to increase efficiency by relaxing the wavelength continuity constraint in WDM optical networks, wavelength converters are often placed at certain nodes in the network. In this paper, we study the efficiency of using converters in a multi-domain setting. We have made simple but important modifications to existing optical inter-domain routing protocols in order to utilize the power of wavelength converters and have tested their performance. These modifications can be seamlessly integrated into these protocols (i.e., without changing their algorithmic aspects) to significantly reduce their blocking ratio. We also show that there is a clear performance difference among the considered protocols.

I. INTRODUCTION

Optical networks using wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) technology are being widely deployed within domains. Future optical networks will require new protocols in order to route and support on-demand provisioning of lightpaths between different domains. Unlike traditional IP multi-domain networks, the study of optical multi-domain issues is at a very early stage. One important issue is what type of information should be exchanged among neighboring domains in order to increase efficiency. Previous works [9] [10], have proposed approaches where neighboring domains are able to exchange both Network Reachability Information (NRI), and highly aggregated Path State Information (PSI). However, the presence of wavelength converters is not analyzed in these works. Our main contribution in this paper is to seamlessly incorporate modifications to the protocols proposed in [9] and [10], so that wavelength converters are utilized.

In WDM optical networks without wavelength converters, a lightpath has to use the same wavelength all along its path. This implies that lightpath requests may be blocked, even though there are unused wavelengths. In order to decrease the blocking ratio, wavelength converters are employed. Moreover, the optical signal can be regenerated at converter nodes to extend its reach. There are different methods for sharing a pool of wavelength converters at a given node among the wavelengths of its different fiber links [4]. Due to its sharing efficiency, we assume a share-per-node approach, where there is a single bank of converters at a given switching node shared by all its links and only wavelengths that need to be converted are directed to this bank.

Since wavelength converters are costly (yet usually more affordable than adding fibers in already existing networks), we assume that for inter-domain traffic in a given domain, the wavelength converters are placed at border optical cross-connects (OXCs). This assumption is a realistic representation of emergent multi-domain optical networks [6]. Due to the large amount of traffic that goes through border OXCs, putting wavelength converters at the border OXCs is expected to have a significant performance improvement.

II. RELATED WORK

In the literature, there are only few works dealing with optical multi-domain networks; there are even fewer works that study the effect of wavelength converters. The three relevant standardization bodies, namely, the International Telecommunications Union (ITU), the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), and the Optical Internetworking Forum (OIF) have analyzed some of the topics related to multi-domain optical networks. In 2002, the OIF proposed the Domain-to-Domain Routing Protocol (DDRP). The drawbacks of DDRP are that it represents a major change in the routing system and it is not suitable for path protection. The IETF has proposed the generalized multi-protocol label switching (GMPLS) framework, which extends the features of multi-protocol label switching (MPLS) for provisioning circuit-switched connections via label abstractions for wavelengths, timeslots, etc. The ITU-T has specified a broad-based automatic switched optical network (ASON) framework. However, most of the research surrounding GMPLS and ASON is limited to intra-domain routing.

OBGP (Optical BGP) is an extension of BGP that has been proposed to “glue” multi-domain optical networks [1], [3], [8]. The strength of this approach is that future optical networks will benefit from the advantages of the BGP-based routing model, such as scalability, clear administrative limits of routing domains, etc. However, besides inheriting the well-known disadvantages of BGP, a multi-domain routing model mainly based on the exchange of network reachability information, which is currently the case in BGP, may not be sufficient. This has initiated the proposal of different path state aggregation.
schemes and updating policies at the inter-domain level for WDM optical networks [5] [9] [10].

In [9], the authors showed that by integrating only plain and highly aggregated PSI in OBGP (in the form of an extended protocol called OBGP+), it is possible to drastically improve its performance, without increasing the number or the frequency of routing updates exchanged between domains. In [10], a novel distributed route control model is proposed, which is based on the deployment of inter-domain routing agents (IDRAs). We refer to the routing protocol running among the IDRAs as an IDRAs-based routing protocol (IDRP). IDRP is able to significantly reduce the blocking ratio compared to that of OBGP. However, mechanisms to take advantage of the presence of wavelength converters in these protocols were not developed.

In this paper, we make simple but important modifications that will allow OBGP+ and IDRP to benefit from the use of wavelength converters. The modifications are simple in that the algorithmic details of these protocols are not affected, and they are important because a significant reduction in the blocking can be achieved due to these modifications. We also show the performance gain obtained by having wavelength converters at border OXCs, and compare the performances of OBGP, OBGP+, and IDRP in the presence of wavelength converters.

In Section III, we give a brief description of OBGP+ and IDRP. In Section IV, we show how these protocols can be modified to take into account the presence of wavelength converters. In Section V, we present simulation results comparing the performance of the three protocols and also the improvement associated with having wavelength converters at the border OXCs. Finally, we give conclusions in Section VI.

III. OBGP+ AND IDRP

The major advantage of our approach is that our modifications can be seamlessly integrated in OBGP+ and IDRP. In other words, the algorithmic details of these protocols can be reused since our modifications concern only the wavelength aggregation process. For completeness and in order to introduce the notation used in Section IV, we give a brief introduction to OBGP+ and IDRP. For a detailed description of these protocols, the reader is referred to [9] and [10].

OBGP+ is an improved version of OBGP in that PSI is advertised besides the usual NRI exchanged in OBGP; whereas IDRP is a novel optical routing protocol that allows the exchange of useful traffic engineering (TE) information.

A. Network Reachability Information (NRI)

NRI messages are triggered when a new destination becomes available, or an already known one becomes unreachable. The reachability information contained in the NRI messages conveyed by OBGP+ consists of:

1) The set of destination networks \( \{d\} \) and their associated autonomous system (AS)-path.
2) The Next-Hop (NH) to reach those destinations, i.e., the address of the ingress OXC in the neighboring domain from which the advertisement was sent.
3) A set of pairs \((\lambda_i, W(\lambda_i))\) available for each destination \(d\), where \(\lambda_i\) denotes a particular wavelength, and \(W(\lambda_i)\) denotes the maximum multiplicity of \(\lambda_i\).

Unlike BGP/OBGP, the NRI exchanged among the IDRAs does not include the AS-path to reach a destination. In IDRP, rather than comparing candidate routes according to the length of the AS-path, the IDRAs use the TE information contained in the routing advertisements.

B. Aggregated Path State Information (PSI)

At a given OXC, PSI messages aggregate (i) intra-domain PSI; (ii) PSI related to the inter-domain links towards its downstream domains; and (iii) the already aggregated PSI contained in the inter-domain advertisements received from downstream domains. In OBGP+, the PSI is not only composed of aggregated wavelength availability information. In IDRP, the PSI is not only composed of aggregated wavelength availability information, but it also contains aggregated load information, which is represented by associating a cost with each candidate (path, wavelength) pair [10]. For notation purposes, we describe how the aggregated wavelength availability is computed.

The aggregated wavelength availability information is obtained by computing the Effective Number of Available Wavelengths (ENAW) for each type of wavelength, both inside an AS and across ASs. Inside an AS, the aggregation process is as follows. Let \(u\) and \(v\) be a pair of OXCs inside an AS, \(P(u, v)\) be a candidate path between \(u\) and \(v\), and \(l\) be a link within the path \(P(u, v)\). The ENAW of wavelength type \(\lambda_i\) between the OXCs \(u\) and \(v\) within a domain is computed as follows:

\[
W_{u,v}(\lambda_i) = \max_{P(u,v)} \left\{ \min_{l \in P(u,v)} [W_l(\lambda_i)] \right\}
\] (1)

The rationale behind eq. (1) is that the ENAW of a wavelength \(\lambda_i\) along a path \(P\), which is basically the number of lightpaths that can possibly be setup on \(P\) using \(\lambda_i\), is determined by the value of \(\lambda_i\) at the bottleneck link, i.e., the link with the minimum number of \(\lambda_i\) along \(P\). Among all the paths between \(u\) and \(v\), the path with the largest ENAW is chosen.

The inter-domain part is composed of the unused wavelengths on the directly-connected inter-domain links of the OXC, and wavelengths that are available downstream, which are known through the PSI advertisements from neighboring OXCs. Let \(W_{l_b, l_b'}(\lambda_i)\) be the ENAW of type \(\lambda_i\) between OXC \(l_b\) and a local border OXC \(l_b'\), \(W_{l_b, r_b}(\lambda_i)\) be the number of free wavelengths of type \(\lambda_i\) in the inter-domain link between the local border OXC \(l_b'\) and a remote border OXC \(r_b\); and \(W_{r_b, d}(\lambda_i)\) be the ENAW of type \(\lambda_i\) between the remote border OXC \(r_b\) and the destination OXC \(d\), which is advertised by \(r_b\) or the IDRA of \(r_b\). By combining these inter-domain components and eq. (1), the OXC advertises to upstream neighbors the ENAW between the local border OXC \(l_b\) and the destination OXC \(d\) as:

\[
W_{l_b,d}(\lambda_i) = \min \left\{ W_{l_b, l_b'}(\lambda_i), W_{l_b, r_b}(\lambda_i), W_{r_b, d}(\lambda_i) \right\}
\] (2)
IV. WAVELENGTH AGGREGATION IN THE PRESENCE OF WAVELENGTH CONVERTERS

In this section, we present one of the main contributions of the paper, which is the extension of OBGP+ and IDRP to deal with the presence of wavelength converters. Having wavelength converters relaxes the wavelength continuity constraint, thereby increasing the "availability" of wavelengths. We show that with simple but necessary modifications, this information can be incorporated in the wavelength aggregation process. Our approach does not entail too much overhead since the only additional information is the number of wavelength converters at the remote border router.

We identify two types of unoccupied wavelength channels at any given border OXC: converter and non-converter channels. A converter channel consists of different types of wavelengths on either side of the OXC, thus requiring wavelength conversion if it is to be used for lightpath establishment. A non-converter channel, on the other hand, is made up of the same wavelength on both sides of the OXC and does not require wavelength conversion. In this section, unless explicitly specified, wavelengths/channels refer to unoccupied wavelengths/channels.

Since wavelength converters are scarce, it is assumed that they are used only when absolutely necessary. Therefore, we first compute the number and type of non-converter channels on either side of the OXC, thus requiring wavelength conversion if it is to be used for lightpath establishment. A non-converter channel, on the other hand, is made up of the same wavelength on both sides of the OXC and does not require wavelength conversion. In this section, unless explicitly specified, wavelengths/channels refer to unoccupied wavelengths/channels.

Since wavelength converters are scarce, it is assumed that they are used only when absolutely necessary. Therefore, we first compute the number and type of non-converter channels the same way as in the case where there are no converters. Then, the remaining wavelengths on either side of the OXC are candidates of converter channels. However, since a single wavelength converter can translate only one input wavelength to another output wavelength, the number of unused wavelength converters also affects the possible number of converter channels. Usually, there are more candidate wavelengths than the possible number of converter channels. Hence, there should be a mechanism to pick a specific wavelength for each converter channel (e.g., first-fit, random-fit, etc.) before being advertised upstream. This approach provides a highly aggregated state information, while capturing the availability of wavelength channels.

We now explain how the ENAW is computed using Fig. 1, which shows an example network with two ASs, their border OXCs and the unoccupied wavelengths at each OXC. For AS1, $l_b$ and $l'_b$ represent its border nodes, whereas $r_b$ is the node that is directly connected to AS1. The downstream AS (in this case AS2) advertises a set of available wavelengths to the upstream AS (in this case AS1). Let $W_{r_b,d}^{adv}(\lambda_i)$ be the advertised number of wavelengths of type $\lambda_i$ from the downstream AS. Also, let $R_{r_b}^{adv}$ be the advertised number of available converters at $r_b$. $W_{l_b,r_b}(\lambda_i)$ is the number of wavelengths of type $\lambda_i$ on the link between $l'_b$ and $r_b$. This value is known to $l'_b$ since the link is physically attached to it.

Thus, the number of non-converter channels of type $\lambda_i$ at $l'_b$ is:

$$W_{l'_b,d}(\lambda_i) = \min \left\{ W_{l'_b,r_b}(\lambda_i), W_{r_b,d}^{adv}(\lambda_i) \right\}$$  (3)

In Fig. 1, $W_{l'_b,d}(\lambda_1) = \min\{3, 2\} = 2$, $W_{l'_b,d}(\lambda_2) = \min\{2, 4\} = 2$, and $W_{l'_b,d}(\lambda_3) = \min\{5, 3\} = 3$.

The remaining wavelengths can be part of converter channels at $l'_b$. The maximum number of possible converter channels is determined not only by the number of wavelengths that are not in the non-converter channels, but also by the number of available converters. Hence, it can be shown that the maximum number of converter channels is,

$$\min \left\{ \left[ \sum_i \left( W_{l'_b,r_b}(\lambda_i) - W_{l'_b,d}(\lambda_i) \right) \right], \left[ \sum_i \left( W_{r_b,d}^{adv}(\lambda_i) - W_{l'_b,d}(\lambda_i) \right) \right] \right\}, R_{r_b}^{adv}$$  (4)

In Fig. 1, the number of converter channels is: $\min\{\{3 - 2\} + (2 - 2) + (5 - 3)\}, \{2 - 2\} + (4 - 2) + (3 - 3)\} = \min\{3, 2, 4\} = 2$.

For these converter channels, wavelengths are selected from the set $\{W_{l'_b,r_b}(\lambda_i)\} \setminus \{W_{l'_b,d}(\lambda_i)\}$, i.e., the set of wavelengths in $W_{l'_b,r_b}(\lambda_i)$ that are not in the non-converter channels. Then, $W_{l'_b,d}(\lambda_i)$ is updated so that it includes both the converter and non-converter channels before being advertised upstream. Let us assume that a random selection is used and the updated $W_{l'_b,d}(\lambda_1) = 3$, $W_{l'_b,d}(\lambda_2) = 2$, and $W_{l'_b,d}(\lambda_3) = 4$.

Similarly, the number of non-converter channels of type $\lambda_i$ at $l_b$ is:

$$W_{l_b,d}(\lambda_i) = \min \left\{ W_{l_b,l'_b}(\lambda_i), W_{l'_b,d}(\lambda_i) \right\}$$  (5)

In Fig. 1, $W_{l_b,d}(\lambda_1) = \min\{6, 3\} = 3$, $W_{l_b,d}(\lambda_2) = \min\{4, 2\} = 2$, and $W_{l_b,d}(\lambda_3) = \min\{1, 4\} = 1$.

The total number of converter channels at $l_b$ is,

$$\min \left\{ \left[ \sum_i \left( W_{l_b,l'_b}(\lambda_i) - W_{l_b,d}(\lambda_i) \right) \right], \left[ \sum_i \left( W_{l'_b,d}(\lambda_i) - W_{l_b,d}(\lambda_i) \right) \right] \right\}, R_{l_b}^{adv}$$  (6)

where $R_{l_b}^{adv}$ is the number of converters at $l'_b$. In Fig. 1, this is equal to $\min\{\{6 - 3\} + (4 - 2) + (1 - 1)\}, \{(3 - 3) + (2 - 2) + (4 - 1)\} = \min\{5, 3, 3\} = 3$. Let us assume that after randomly selecting from wavelengths that are not in the non-converter channels for the three converter channels, the updated $W_{l_b,d}^{adv}(\lambda_1) = 5$, $W_{l_b,d}^{adv}(\lambda_2) = 3$, and $W_{l_b,d}^{adv}(\lambda_3) = 1$.

Finally, AS1 advertises $W_{l_b,d}^{adv}(\lambda_i)$ and $R_{l_b}^{adv} = R_{l_b}^{adv}$ to upstream domains. However, without the modified wavelength channels.
aggregation process (see eq. (2)), AS1 would have instead advertised $W_{la,d}(\lambda_1) = 2$, $W_{la,d}(\lambda_2) = 2$, and $W_{la,d}(\lambda_3) = 1$.

In [9] [10], it is proposed to piggyback Keepalive messages that are exchanged between neighboring OXCs with PSI messages. In this approach, keepalive messages are, just like in BGP, exchanged to notify if the neighboring node is still operative. However, unlike in BGP, the keepalive messages are extended to convey PSI messages. A major advantage of this strategy is that it does not increase the number of routing messages exchanged between domains. In this paper, we employ the same approach.

V. Results and Discussion

In this section, we present simulation results that compare the performance of OBGP, OBGP+ and IDRP. Our performance metrics are the Blocking Ratio (BR) of inter-domain lightpath requests, and the number of routing messages exchanged to achieve this blocking ratio. To this end, we have conducted extensive simulations using OPNET. In our simulations, we have used a PAN-European topology, which was introduced in [2] as a reference topology suitable for a PAN-European fiber-optic network. The network consists of 28 domains and 41 inter-domain links, and the nodes were chosen in such a way that some of the main European Internet Exchange Points are included.

Inside each domain of the PAN European network, we placed a random number of OXCs, which is equal to or higher than the number of inter-domain links of that domain. There are 18 source and 10 destination OXCs randomly located covering the entire PAN European network in such a way that each domain has one source or destination OXC. In other words, we simulate inter-domain traffic which is transferred between domains. Each link in the network consists of 5 fibers and each fiber has 14 wavelengths.

In our simulation, traffic was modeled according to a Poisson distribution with exponentially distributed inter-arrivals. The blocking ratio and routing messages are collected under different traffic loads, varying from 100 up to 300 Erlangs. In order to evaluate the impact of the frequency of updates in the PSI messages, we have tested three scaled and normalized Keepalive Update Interval ($K_T$) of the Keepalive messages: $K_T = 1$, $K_T = 3$, and $K_T = 5$ units. In terms of the availability of converters, we have considered three scenarios: no converters, 5 converters and 10 converters at each border OXC of the domains in the network. For each case, the results are the averages of over 30 randomly generated PAN European network configurations. These network configurations are different from each other in the network topology inside each domain, and the location of source and destination OXCs over the entire network.

Due to space constraints, we are able to show only some of the results. Figs. 2 and 3 show the efficiency of using wavelength converters in OBGP+ and IDRP for $K_T = 1$. Similar results have been obtained for $K_T = 3$ and $K_T = 5$. Table I shows the improvement factor (IF) in the blocking ratios of OBGP+ and IDRP over OBGP and the number of messages generated under traffic values 200, 250 and 300 Erlangs for 5 converters. Similar results have been obtained for 10 converters. The following observations can be made from our results.

- Increasing the update interval $K_T$ causes more blocking because a higher value of $K_T$ means that the PSI is not accurate enough since messages are exchanged less frequently. In fact, a major advantage of embedding PSI messages in Keepalive messages is that when $K_T$ is decreased so as to improve the responsiveness of OXC neighbors, PSI messages will be updated more frequently.
- IDRP always significantly outperforms both OBGP+ and OBGP (whereas OBGP+ outperforms OBGP). This is due to the fact that IDRP additionally utilizes aggregated load information. In fact, for 10 converters and $K_T = 1$, IDRP achieves a blocking ratio of less than 0.1% for all simulated traffic values. The 0.1% blocking ratio is a threshold recommended by the IST FP6 NOBEL project [7] for optical networks in order to support real-time and streaming applications.
- The total number of messages generated decreases as more wavelength converters are used in the network. The reason for this is that in the presence of wavelength converters, the wavelength continuity constraint is relaxed and there will be more wavelengths available along a path. Therefore, it is less likely for the wavelengths of a path to be exhausted fast, thereby triggering reachability messages and path exploration.
- The blocking ratios for IDRP and OBGP+ decrease as more wavelength converters are placed in the network. But this is not the case in OBGP (results not shown here) if it always chooses the wavelength with the lowest identifier (First-Fit) along the shortest path. Such a first-fit approach increases conflicts as different OXCs tend to simultaneously choose lower identifier wavelengths, while higher identifier wavelengths are available. The situation is worsened as the number of converters in the network is increased, since the “availability” of these lowest indexed wavelengths is also increased, thereby exacerbating the possibility of conflicts. This situation can be avoided by choosing wavelengths randomly (Random-Fit) instead of always choosing lower indexed wavelengths.

VI. Conclusions

In this paper, we have made simple but important modifications to two inter-domain optical protocols, namely, OBGP+ and IDRP, to handle the presence of wavelength converters. We have also performed extensive simulations comparing the performance of OBGP (Optical BGP) and these protocols. The results obtained in a PAN European network show that IDRP significantly outperforms OBGP+ and OBGP, and OBGP+ outperforms OBGP. The performance metrics in the simulation were blocking ratio and the number of messages generated (for a duration of one week).

From these results, it can be inferred that the exchange of aggregated path state information (PSI), and the presence of
wavelength converters at border OXCs improve the blocking ratio and the number of messages generated significantly. In fact, using IDRP with enough wavelength converters, it is possible to achieve the 0.1% blocking ratio threshold that is recommended by the IST FP6 NOBEL project [7] for optical networks to support real-time and streaming applications. The decrease in the blocking ratio is obtained without an increase in the total number of messages exchanged, because we have employed a strategy of piggybacking PSI updates in the Keepalive messages exchanged between neighboring IDRAs/OBGP+ nodes.

A venue for future research can be to investigate the performance of the inter-domain routing protocols in larger inter-domain networks, and the optimization of the placement of wavelength converters in inter-domain networks.
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